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A FUNCTIONAL CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM
FOR ASSOCIATED RANDOM MEASURES

TAE-SUNG KIM AND HVUN-CHULL KIM

1. Introduction

One of the major problems in the theory of random measures is obtain
ing an explict expression for Prob (X(B) ~ x), for large regions B C R,
where X(B) represents the mass of the set B for the random measure
X. Many recent papers have been concerned with various limit theorems
for stationary associated random variables (see for example Newman [9],
Newman and Wright [10, 11], Burton and Waymire [4]' and Burton and
Kim [3] etc.)

Moreover Cox and Grimmett (1984) have proved a central limit the
orem for associated random variables (which need not to be stationary)
subject to certain conditions on the moments and covariance. Birkel
(1988) has also obtained an invariance principle for nonstationary asso
ciated processes by weakening the assumption of strict stationarity and
replacing it by certain conditions on the moments.

In this paper we investigate a central limit theorem, a functional cen
trallimit theorem and a scaling limit in the case of nonstationary ran
dom measure satisfying a condition of positive dependence called associ
ation. A finite collection {Xl, ... , X n} of random variables is associated
if for any two coordinatewise nondecreasing functions it, h on Rn such
that Ji = Ji(XI, ... , X n ) has finite variance for i = 1,2, there holds
Cov(ft, J2) ~ O. An infinite collection is associated if every finite sub
collection is associated (Esary, Proschan and Walkup, 1967).

Burton and Waymire (1985) extend this notion to the random mea
sure.
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A random measure X is associated if and only if the family of random
variables :F = {X(B) : B a Bore} set} is associated.

A precise statement of central limit theorem (Cox, Grimmett, 1984)
and invariance principle (Birkel, 1988) for a sequence of nonstationary
associated random variables is given in Section 2. In the nonstationary
case a central limit theorem, a classical scaling limit, and a functional
central limit theorem for associated random measures is proven in Sec
tion 3 and some relationships among them are also studied.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout the paper let {Xj : j E N} be a sequence of random
variables on some probability space (n,:F, P) with EXj = 0, EX] < 00.

Let
n

{Xj : j E N} is said to satisfy the central limit theorem if <7;;1 Sn -+
n

N(O, 1).

Define random elements in D[O, 1] endowed with the Skorokhod topol
ogy by

Wn(t) = <7;;lS[nt] , t > °
where So = 0, D[O, 1] is the set of all functions on [0,1] which have left
hand limits and are continuous from the right, {Xj : j E N} fulfills
the invariance principle if Wn converges weakly to standard Brownian
motion.

THEOREM 2.1.(NEWMAN, WRIGHT). Let {Xj : j EN} be a strictly
stationazy sequence of associated random variables with EXj = 0, EX]
< 00. Assume

00

(2.1) 0<<72 = Cov(X1 ,XI) + 2L Cov(X1 ,Xj) < 00.

j=2

Then {Xj : j E N} fulfills the invariance principle.
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Cox and Grimmett (1984) weakened the assumption of strict station
arity and replaced it by certain conditions on the moments of the random
variables. Using the coefficient

(2.2) u(n) = sup L Cov(Xj,Xk ), j EN, nE NU{O}.
kEN" I" kl>1=)- _n

They obtained the following central limit theorem :

THEOREM 2.2.(Cox, GRIMMETT). Let {Xj : j E N} be a sequence
of associated random variables with EXj = 0, EX] < 00. Assume

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

u(n) ---+ 0, u(O) < 00,
n

inf Var(X)") > 0,
jEN

sup EIXI 3 < 00.
jEN

Then {Xj : j E N} satisfies ~lJe central limit theorem, that is, a;;l Sn is
asymptotically normal distributed.

Note that for a wide sense stationary sequence of associated random
variables condition (2.1) implies

00

u(0)=a2
, u(n)=2l::Cov(X1 ,Xj), nEN,

j==2

and hence (2.3) and (2.4) are automatically satisfied. Therefore in the
stationary case Theorem 2.2 is the implicit central limit theorem of The
orem 2.1 except the superfluous third moment condition (2.5).

Birkel (1988) has extended Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to an invariance
principle for nonstationary associated processes by assuming a condition
on covariances of the process, namely a;;2Cov(Snk' Snl) ---+ min{k, I} for

n
k,l E N. This condition is a weak form of stationarity and necessary for
the invariance principle. Combining Theorem 1, Remark 2 and Lemma
1 in Birkel (1988) we obtain the following theorems:
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THEOREM 2.3.(BIRKEL, 1988). Let {Xj : j E N} be a sequence of
associated random variables with EXj = 0, EX; < 00. Assume

(2.6) for t > 0,

(2.7) {0-;2(Sn+m - Sm)2 : mEN U{O}, n E N}

is unifonnly integrable

Then {Xj : j E N} fulfi1ls the invariance principle.

THEOREM 2.4. (BIRKEL, 1988). Let {Xj : j E N} be a sequence
of associated random variables with EXj = 0, EX; < 00. Then the
following assertions are equivalent:

(i) The condition (2.6) is fulfilled
and {X j : j E N} satisfies the central limit theorem,

(H) {Xj : j E N} fulfills the invariance principle.

Theorem 2.4 shows that the central limit theorem is an important tool
in establishing the invariance principle for associated processes.

We conclude this section with introducing some results for associated
random measures in Burton and Waymire (1985).

DEFINITION 2.5. Let X be a random measure. We say that X satisfies
a classical scaling limit if for all disjoint rectangles AI, ... , An.

(2.8) (
X(KAI) - E[X(KAI )] ... X(KAn ) - E[X(KAn)])

VI< " VI<
converges in distribution (K -+ 00) to a multivariate nonna! with mean
vector 0 and diagonal covariance matrix whose diagonal terms are 0-21AII,
... , 0-21An l (where IAil is the Lebesgue measure of Ai for some positive
parameter 0-2 ).

THEOREM 2.6.(BuRTON, WAYMIRE, 1985). Suppose that X is a sta
tionary associated point random measure such that EX2(B) < 00 for
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bounded Bore1 set B and

00

(2.9) °< (]"2 = Cov(X(I), X(I)) + 2L Cov(X(I) , X(I + j - 1) < 00

j=2

where I is the unit interval. Then X satisfies a classical scaling limit
with parameter (]"2.

REMARK. Burton and Waymire pointed out without proof that the
result of Theorem 2.6 can be actually strengthened to get a functional
scaling limit (in the sense of a functional central limit) by application of
results in Newman and Wright (1981, 1982) (see Theorm 2.1).

Let X K ( t) = X K ( (0, t)) be defined by

(2.10) XK(t) = (K)-1/2[X(0, Kt] - EX(O, Kt]]

for t > 0.
Then X K converges in the Skorokhod topology on the appropriate

function space to the Brownian motion as K -----+ 00 under the conditions
of Theorem 2.6.

3. Results

Cox and Grimmett (1984) have proved a central limit theorem for
nonstationary associated random variables as in Theorem 2.2.

We extend this to random measures as follows:
As we have already mentioned in introduction random measure X is

associated if and only if the family of random variables F = {X(B) : B
a Borel set} is associated.

To obtain the following central limit theorem for associated random
measure, we use the coefficient
(3.1 )

r(n) = sup L Cov(X(I+j-1),X(I+k-1)), j EN, nE NU{O},
kEN. I· kl>J: J- _n

where I is the unit interval.
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THEOREM 3.1. Let X be an associated random measure with Var X (I+
j - 1) < 00, j EN, and define XK(t) as in (2.10).

Assume tbat

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

r(n) --+ 0, reO) < 00,
n

j~ Var X (I + j - 1) > 0,

sup EIX(I + j - 1)13 < 00,
jEN

where I is tbe unit interval. Then X satisfies a centra1limit theorem.

Proof. Let X denote a random interval function subject to the condi
tions of the theorem. Consider the distribution of

(3.5) XK(t) = (X[O, Kt) - EX[O, Kt))/VK

as K --+ 00. Let Yj = XCI + j - 1) - EX(I + j - 1), j E N. Then
{Yj : j E N} is a family of associated random variables with EYj = 0,
EYl < 00 and obviously satisfies (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) in Theorem 2.2.
Thus {Yj : j EN} satisfies a central limit theorem by Theorem 2.2. Also
let Ik = [0, Kt) - [0, [Kt}) where [Kt] denotes the greatest integer in Kt.
Then

(3.6) XK(t) = X([O, Kt)) - EX([O, Kt))/JK
[Kt]

= LYj/VK + [X(IK ) - EX(IK)]/VK.
j=l

Since Var X(IK) = 0(1) as K --+ 00, it follows from Chebyshev's in
equality that the second term in (3.6) converges in probability to zero as
K --+ 00. Moreover [K] '" K as K --+ 00 the result follows from Theorem
2.2.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be an associated random measure with
VarX(I+j-1) < oo,j EN. HX satisfies tbe conditions (3.2), (3.3), and
(3.4) as in Tbeorem 3.1. Tben XK(A) converges in law to N(0,a2 IAI)
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distribution for any bounded Borel set Awhere IAI is a Lebesgue measure
of A, and

(3.7) XK(A) = [X(KA) - EX(KA)]f.,fK.

Note that for a wide sense stationary associated random measure con
dition (2.9) implies

00

(3.8) r(O) = u2 ,r(n) = 2 LCov(X(I), X(I+j-1)), nEN,
j=2

and hence (3.2) and (3.3) are automatically satisfied.
Therefore in the stationary case Theorem 3.1 is the implict central

limit theorem of Theorem 2.6.

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that X is an associated point random mea
sure and satisfies the conditions as in Theorem 3.1. Then X satisfies a
classical scaling limit.

Proof. Let I = (0,1]. By corollary 3.2 XK(I) converges in law to
N(O, (12) distribution as K --+ 00. For arbitrary disjoint unit intervals
I1 , ••• ,Im the same considerations may be applied to the random vector
(XK(11 ), ... , X K( Im )) and hence the result follows.

In 1988 Birkel has proved the invariance principle for nonstationary
associated random variables (see Theorems 2.3 and 2.4), we extend this
to random measure.

Let Sn = Ej=l[X(I + j -1) - EX(I + j -1)], and u~ = ES~, where
I is the unit interval.

THEOREM 3.4. Let X be an associated random measure with Var XCI+
j - 1) < 00, j EN, where I is the unit interval.

Assume that

(3.9) -2 2 t.r 0
Un U[nt] -t lor t > ,

n
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(3.10) {U;2(Sn+m - Sm)2 : mEN U{O}, n E N}

is uniformly integrable.

Then X fulfills the functional central limit theorem.

Proof. We consider the distribution of

(3.11)

XK(t) = {X(O,Kt] - EX(O, Kt]}jVK
[Kt]

= L(X(I +j - 1) - EX(I + j - l)jVK
j=l

+ [X([Kt] , Kt] - EX([Kt], Kt]]jv'K
[Kt]

= L Yjjv'K + [X([Kt] , Kt] - EX([Kt], Kt]]jVK
j=l

where Y j = X(I + j - 1) - EX(I + j -1).

Note that {Yj : j E N} is a sequence of associated random variables
with EYj = 0 and EYl < 00.

Since there exists n = n(K) such that n -t 00 as K -t 00, {Yj : j E
N} satisfies conditions (2.6) and (2.7) from (3.9) and (3.10) and hence
{Yj : j E N} fulfills the functional central limit theorem.

On the other hand the second term on the right hand side of (3.11)
(X([Kt], Kt] - EX[Kt], KtJ)/v'K converges in probability to zero as
K ---+ 00 and hence X also fulfills the functional central limit theorem.

THEOREM 3.5. Let X be an associated random measure with VarX (I+
j - 1) < 00, and define XK(t) as in (2.10). Assume that

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

r(n) ~ 0, r(O) < 00,
n

j~ VarX(I +j -1) > 0,

sup EIX(I + j - 1)13 < 00,
jEN
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and

(3.15) 0';20'lnt] -+ t for t > 0,
n

Then X fulfills a functional central limit theorem.

Proof. Let Yj = XCI + j - 1) - EX(I + j -1), j EN
Then

(3.16)

XK(t) = {X((O, Kt]) - EX«O, Kt])}/..fK
[Kt]

= L {XCI +j - 1) - EX(I +j -1)}/.JK
;=1

+ {X(IK) - EX(IK)}/..fK
[Kt]

= LY;/..fK + {X(IK)- EX(IK)}/VK
;=1

where If = «O,Kt] (0, [Kt]]).

Since the second term in (3.16) converges in probability to zero as
K -+ 00 by Chebyshev's inequality {Yj : j E N} fulfills a central limit
theorem from (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) and hence by Theorem 2.4 {Yj :
j E N} fulfills a functional central limit theorem because {Yj : j E N}
satisfies condition (2.6) from (3.15).

Thus X K also fulfills a functional central limit theorem since {Yj :
j E N} fulfills a functional central limit theorem and the second term in
(3.16) converges in probability to zero as K -+ 00.

The following theorem is an improvement of Theorem 2.4 to associated
random measures.

THEOREM 3.6. Let X be an associated random measure with Var X(I+
j - 1) < 00, j EN. The following assertions are equivalent:

(i) The condition (3.15) is fulfilled and X satisfies the central limit
theorem.

(ii) X fullills the functional central limit theorem.
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Proof. Define XK(t) as in (3.16) of Theorem 3.5 and note that

(3.17)
p

{X(Ij() - EX(Ij()}/VK -+ 0

p
as K -7 00, where -+ represents convergence in probability.
(i) =} (ii) :

. Since X satisfies a central limit theorem by (3.17) {Yj : j E N} also
satisfies a central limit theorem.

Furthermore condition (3.15) suggests that {Yj : j E N} fulfills con
dition (2.6) and hence it fulfills the functional central limit theorem by
Theorem 2.4.

Thus by the fact that {Yj : j E N} fulfills the functional central limit
theorem, (3.16) and (3.17) X fulfills a functional central limit theorem.
(ii) =} (i) :

By assumption and (3.17) {lj : j E N} fulfills the functional central
limit theorem and hence by Theorem 2.4 it also fulfills a condition (2.6)
and satisfies a central limit theorem. Thus by the fact that {Xj : j EN}
satisfies a central limit theorem and (3.17) X also satisfeis a central limit
theorem and fulfills condition (3.15).

Theorem 3.6 shows that the central limit theorem is an important
tool in establishing the functional central limit theorem for associated
random measures. Hence it is disirable to look for conditions which
imply the central limit theorem.

COROLLARY 3.7. Let X be an associated random measure with
VarX(I + j - 1) < 00. H X K fulfills the functional centra1limit the
orem then for any bounded Borel set A, X K(A) converges in law to
a N(O,O'2IAI) distribution, where IAI is a Lebesgue measure of A and
0'2 = reO) in (3.8).

Proof. By assumption X fulfills the functional central limit theorem
and hence X satisfies a central limit theorem. This completes the proof.
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